Case Study
Flagstone Foods

Flagstone Foods Drives
“Double Digit” Profitability
Gains with Blue Ops and
the EBM® Software Suite

ORGANIZATION:

Streamlined, bottoms-up budgeting
process empowers district offices and
sales representatives with information
and control

Flagstone Foods

Organization Information

LOCATION:

•

Leading provider of products to retailers
in the rapidly growing, multi-billion dollar
healthy snacks category.

•

Operates two companies: Ann’s House
of Nuts is the largest manufacturer and
marketer of trail mixes in the world and
Amport Foods is the largest private-label
manufacturer and marketer of dried fruits
in North America.

•

Develops, purchases, manufactures,
distributes and sells more than 1,500
branded and private-label varieties of trail
mixes, dried fruits, snack mixes and more
to major retailers in North America.

•

Customers include mass merchandisers,
grocery stores, wholesale clubs, dollar
stores, convenience stores and
military stores.

Saint Paul, Minnesota
INDUSTRY:

Food Manufacturing

“Our revenue and profitability have
seen double-digit gains
in the past two years, and the Blue
Ops solution has been an important
part of that. They’ve made us much
smarter about the way we run our
business and enable us to better
identify opportunities to grow.”
– Paul Lapadat, Chief Executive
Officer, Flagstone Foods
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Solutions Implemented:

• Blue ops business intelligence advisory services
• Enterprise Business Management (EBM ) General Ledger
®

Cube , Purchasing Cube and Profitability Cube, Financial
Planning, Sales Planning, and Procurement Planning tools.
TM
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“Blue Ops is made up
of business experts
with a huge amount of
industry knowledge.
This enabled them to
confirm the tie-outs
were correct between
our ERP systems, set
up the proper product
hierarchies, envision
potential uses for the
software and ensure
everything was being
reported correctly.”

Benefits Realized:
•

Provided accurate commodity forecasting to ensure
proactive product pricing and margin management even
as raw material costs rose rapidly.

•

Delivered real-time understanding of profitability at the item
and customer level for setting right the portfolio strategy
and expanding margins.

•

Provided one business intelligence system operating across
two different ERP systems for consolidated, consistent, and
complete reporting capability across the organization.

•
•

Supported custom analytics and reporting for in-depth
analysis on a real time basis.
Provided invaluable insights into future financial scenarios
to support the analysis of new business in a robust
growth environment.

•

Eliminated the need for manual data compilation and
reporting, freeing up the financial team for strategic
business analysis.

•

Created a real-time link between procurement and sales to
ensure the correct buying, production schedules and days
of on-hand inventory management for working
capital optimization.

•

Helped create a culture of discipline/accountability and
proactive P&L management with forecasting software
rolled out across key functional departments (i.e., Sales,
Procurement, Manufacturing, and SG&A).

–Joe Pelland, Senior
Financial Analyst,
Flagstone Foods

TM

•

Highlighted where the business was making money and
which customers and/or SKUs should be rationalized to
improve margins and cash flow.

ONE CLICK
REPORT COMPILING SAVES DAYS
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Snack Company’s Hunger
for Data Grows
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“The EBM Software
Blue Ops set up for us
has many advantages
over other business
intelligence tools,
including its ease
of use, the speed at
which we can use it to
aggregate data and
pull it apart into its
elements, its ability
to easily disseminate
information, its
seamless overlay with
our ERP systems and
its ability to handle
detail item-level
information.”

Even on their own, the two companies that now make
up Flagstone Foods were snack food powerhouses.
North Carolina-based Ann’s House of Nuts is the largest
manufacturer and marketer of trail mixes in the world, while
American Importing Company (Amport Foods) is the largest
private-label manufacturer and marketer of dried fruits in
North America. When the two companies were integrated
behind one shared services business model in July 2012,
they became Flagstone Foods - one of the nation’s leading
provider of products to retailers in the rapidly- growing
healthy snacks category. Along with the companies’
unification came an immense hunger for data.
“We had two different businesses running two different ERP
systems with no way of integrating the data from the two
companies other than Excel spreadsheets and no formalized
planning process in place,” says Flagstone Foods Vice
President of Finance Brian Zellmer.
In addition, the commodity market for the ingredients that
make up many of Flagstone’s products – such as nuts and
fruits – was experiencing volatility. “A lot of the commodities
we use had reached all-time high prices due to the state of
the economy, supply and demand issues, crop failures and
many other factors,” says Flagstone Foods Chief Executive
Officer Paul Lapadat.
As a result of this “perfect storm” scenario, Flagstone’s
managers, executives and analysts needed reliable, real-time
data to forecast commodity prices, analyze growth scenarios,
ensure pricing margins were maintained and combine data
across two separate manufacturing operations into a single
enterprise-wide view.

–Brian Zellmer, Vice
President of Finance,
Flagstone Foods

2
DIFFERENT BUSINESSES
and ERPs consolidated into
one source of truth
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Adopting Enterprise
Business Management
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“The first year after
implementation we
were seeing doubledigit inflation on
commodities. Thanks
to the Blue Ops
solution, we were able
to have data available
instantly, enabling us
to take appropriate
pricing actions quickly
to combat millions of
dollars in inflation.”
–Brian Zellmer, Vice
President of Finance,
Flagstone Foods

The need for a robust business intelligence system was
clear – and a solution was quickly identified. Based on the
positive past experience of several company executives,
they chose to implement the Enterprise Business
Management (EBM) Software suite with the help of Blue
Ops, the Minneapolis-based business intelligence provider
and advisory firm behind the software’s design. Features of
the software solution Blue Ops helped Flagstone implement
include customer and product-line planning, departmental
expense planning, what-if analysis, dynamic data cubes,
web reporting, customer profitability analysis, and more.
“The software Blue Ops implemented has many advantages
over other business intelligence tools, including the ease of
use, the speed at which you can aggregate data and pull
it apart into its elements, the ability to easily disseminate
information, the seamless overlay with our ERP systems
and the ability to handle item-level information, said Brian
Zellmer, Vice President of Finance at Flagstone Foods.
Another benefit for Flagstone Foods was the hands-on
Blue Ops implementation approach. “Blue Ops is made
up of business experts with a huge amount of industry
knowledge,’ says Flagstone Foods Senior Financial Analyst
Joe Pelland. “This enabled them to confirm the tie-outs
were correct between our ERP systems, set up the proper
product hierarchies, envision potential uses for the software
and ensure everything was being reported correctly.”
After just one Blue Ops training session and ongoing
support from Flagstone Foods’ software super-users,
the solution was quickly and enthusiastically adopted
throughout the company. “Everyone found all the planning
and reporting functions very clean and easy to use,” says
Pelland. “The feedback we’ve received has been extremely
positive across the organization.”

DOUBLE

DIGIT
revenue and profitability gains
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Realizing Rapid ROI
For Flagstone Foods, the benefits of the software Blue
Ops implemented were nearly instantaneous – and have
only continued to grow. One key benefit is time savings;
reports that used to take hours or days to compile can now
be completed with a single click. As a result, the company
has been able to devote more resources to analysis and
strategic planning.
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“With the
software Blue Ops
implemented, all
the data is already
there, so our job
becomes analyzing
it and understanding
what to do with it.
Essentially, Blue Ops
has transformed our
finance team from
weather reporters to
experts helping the
business team
drive results.”
–Brian Zellmer, Vice
President of Finance,
Flagstone Foods

1 YEAR

“In most large businesses, the finance team is regarded as
the compilers and distributors of data,” says Zellmer. “With
the software Blue Ops implemented, all the data is already
there, so our job becomes analyzing it and understanding
what to do with it. Essentially, Blue Ops has transformed
our finance team from weather reporters to experts helping
the business team drive results.”
Along with improved efficiency and the ability to devote
more resources to strategy, the software Blue Ops
implemented provides a wide range of additional benefits.
The sales planning function creates a real-time data link
between procurement and sales to ensure accurate, on-time
buying and production schedules. Company executives rely
on the software’s custom analytics and reporting for indepth business insights into the current business conditions
and future business scenarios. Additionally, the software’s
ability to deliver precise data down to the customer and
item level provides a complete picture of profitability.
The positive financial impacts of the software Blue Ops
implemented have also been significant. “We achieved a
return on our investment in less than a year,” says Zellmer.
“The first year after implementation we were seeing doubledigit inflation on commodities. Thanks to the Blue Ops
solution, we were able to have data available instantly,
enabling us to take appropriate pricing actions quickly to
combat millions of dollars in inflation.”
Perhaps most importantly, the Blue Ops solution is playing
a key role in the success and future growth of Flagstone
Foods. “Our revenue and profitability have seen doubledigit gains in the past two years, and Blue Ops has been an
important part of that,” says Lapadat. “They make us much
smarter about the way we run our business and enables us
to better identify opportunities to grow.”

total return on investment
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